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Install Instructions 

PRP Seats
Bronco Front Seat Covers

Seats Installation

Read through all of the instructions completely before beginning the 
install.

Parts Included:
A. Seat Covers
 1 x Driver Top Cover 
 1 x Driver Bottom Cover
 1 x Passenger Top Cover 
 1 x Passenger Bottom Cover
 2 x Head Rest Covers
 
Tools Needed: (not included)
1/2 Socket
Flat Head Screwdriver
Wide Nose Pliers
Scissors

Time: 
Approx 2 Hours.

A.

Parts
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1. To install the covers on the Front Seats, you 
can choose to leave the seats in the vehicle, 
but it is more difficult to access and install.

 
 We recommended removing the front seats to 

speed up the process and make it easier.

 The Rear Bench should remain in the vehicle 
during install.

3. There is a wiring connector located under the 
front of the seat. Using your finger or flat head 
screwdriver, pop the red clip out of the plastic 
harness clip and remove it.  Then press down on 
the top of the connector, and pull it apart.

 Slide the seat forward, and remove the two 
bolts at the rear of the seat using a 1/2-inch 
socket. The seat should then be able to be 
removed from the vehicle. 

2. To remove the seat - Slide the seat back to 
reveal the two plastic covers at the front of the 
seat. 

 
 Pop the plastic covers off with a flathead 

screwdriver. Then Remove both front bolts with 
a 1/2-inch socket and ratchet.

 

 

4. Top Cover Install
` Grab the top section of your PRP Front Cover, and 

make sure that the air bag cut-out is on the side 
facing the door.

 To install our covers, you must undo the OEM flap 
on the back of the seat that folds underneath. 
Undo this flap by reaching under the seat, and un 
hooking the two elastic bands that hold it in place.  
One of the bands is obstructed by a yellow wiring 
clip.  You must undo this clip, pull off the elastic 
band, and then re-install the plastic clip.
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5. Remove headrest and slide the top of the front 
cover over the top. Pull it down over the seat, 
and tuck in the corners of the cover around the 
plastic lever. Play with the cover and move it 
around until it fits nice.

 On the top of the seat, you will need to push 
the plastic headrest slots through the holes. 
Grab one corner and push it underneath the 
plastic, then work your way around until the 
plastic sits flush on top.

6. Take the flap on the front cover and slide it 
through the seat in the crevice between the 
bottom and back of the seat.

 On the backside lift up the OEM flap and tuck 
it up, underneath the PRP cover. Then pull the 
PRP cover through. Ensure the wiring harness is 
in-between the two flaps.  

 
 Pull the PRP covers together  and connect the 

velcro straps. TIP - Use a a pair of wide nose 
pliers to pull them extra tight. 

7. The airbag slot on the shoulder has a mesh liner 
that needs to be tucked underneath the vinyl, 
so that it sits flat on the front of the seat. Start 
at the top, and use your hands to tuck this mesh 
into & under the cover.

 NOTE - Make sure the mesh lies flat on 
the seat to ensure that the airbag will 
open properly in the case of an accident. 

8. Bottom Cover Install
 Grab the bottom cover and ensure you have the 

correct cover - The side of the cover that does 
not have the drawstring run through it, is going 
to go on the side of the seat with the plastic 
release handles (next to the door). 

 
 Place the cover on the seat, and get it into place.  
 Push the back flap throught the crevice in the 

middle of the seat. *You can use wide nose 
plyers to pull extra tight.
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9. On the side of the seat, take the section with 
no draw string, and tuck it under the plastic 
skirt of the side of the seat.  *You can do this 
with your fingers or use a flat blade tucking 
tool. 

 Move and adjust the cover as needed until its 
seated nicely on the seat.  

 
 

10. Under the seat, you will run the draw string 
on the door side behind these two metal lift 
brackets above the slider, and then feed it into 
the ribbon loop on the back flap of our cover. 

 On the center console side, run the drawsring 
end behind the seat belt buckle. Then feed the 
drawstring through the ribbon loops on the 
back flap of our cover.  

 Pull the two ends of the draw strings together, 
and through the eyelet on the end 

11. Take both ends of the drawstring and pull 
them together. Use wide nose pliers to pull 
the strings tight and hold them in place while 
you tie them off. After it’s tied off, and you are 
happy with the fitment of the cover, cut off any 
excess string.

 NOTE - Try to get the drawstring as tight as 
you can. It will allow for less movement in the 
cover, and give the cover a better looking fit 
overall.

12. Headrest Cover Install 
 Place the cover on top of the headrest (the 

Rubber PRP label should go on the back of 
the headrest). Pull the cover down and over 
the headrest - use your fingers to depress the 
foam on the sides to make this easier.  Then 
attach the velcro strips to get it tight.  Readjust 
the cover as needed until the logo is centered.

 Then place the headrest back on the seat.
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13. Repeat Steps 1-12 on the other seat to 
install the covers.  

 
 

14. Re-Install the Seats 
 If you removed the seats for install, place 

them back into the vehicle. Re-connect the 
wiring connector, and place the red pin back 
in. Tighten down the four bolts useing a 1/2” 
socket. Place the plastic covers back on to hide 
the front bolts.

 

11. ... And You’re All Done!
 If you have any questions or experience issues, 

please contact your retail outlet first for help. 
However, the staff at PRP Seats is always happy 
to assist you.

 1-800-317-6253.
 customerservice@prpseats.com
 Thank you! Ride safe!
 
 


